Dugite 316 S/Steel (Turnkey) Removable Bollard.

This 316 Stainless Steel Bollard is locked into a ground sleeve by using a turnkey. Once the bollard is removed an insert with flush lid and handle can be put in place to Secure the hole. The bollard post is easy to lift in and out of the sleeve by the lifting handle. This 316 Marine grade Stainless Steel bollard is perfect for outdoor conditions guarding against the harsh salt air. Complete with two, Class one Yellow reflective strips to be highly visible after dark.

**SPECIFICATION**

- Material: 114mm diameter, 316 Marine grade stainless steel Complete with electroplated ground sleeve
- Finish: Linished stainless steel with two Yellow reflective strips
- Height: 900mm high
- Weight: Bollard 10kg, base and cover cap 7kg
- Locking system: Turnkey that locks/unlocks the bollard into the ground sleeve

**FEATURES**

- 114mm Diameter x 900mm High x 3mm wall
- 316 Marine Grade stainless steel
- Easy to use and not heavy to lift
- T Handle for lifting out of sleeve
- Comes with cap to cover hole
- Two, class one Yellow reflective for high visibility

*Installation spec may change job to job depending on level of security*

**TO ORDER:**

D114SSR/900IG/TK316